Payroll

Editors note: Teletrac Inc. and Navman Wireless are now merged as a global telematics powerhouse. This content was created prior to the unification of both brands.

Cut payroll costs without cutting service
Learn how Navman Wireless fleet management

Actual facts from real Navman Wireless customers

solutions make a real impact on businesses like yours

Alliance Commercial Pest Control Inc.

Margins are tighter than ever, but customers always expect
top-notch service. You need to be able to slim down costs

from all areas of your operation while continuing to satisfy your

customers. Payroll is one of the first places most business look
to for cost-cutting, but it can be tough to know where to start.

Navman Wireless has really helped
Key Kleaning reduce labor costs—
because now they’re visible.
With a fleet-management solution from Navman Wireless, you’ll finally
have the Fleet and Mobile Asset Intelligence you need to find waste

Overtime Savings			$389 per vehicle per month
By comparing timesheets to Activity Reports generated using
our proprietary OnlineAVL2 software, Alliance has reduced

overtime by at least 40 hours a week. Plus, Alliance employs
satellite mapping to more efficiently route and track techs.
Jaris Transportation

Payroll Savings			$440 per vehicle per month
By adding a Navman Wireless fleet management solution, Jaris
Transportation now relies on GPS tracking to determine hours

worked, saving the company almost an hour per vehicle per day.

and make surgical cuts in employee time inefficiencies. With in-depth

real-time data combined with powerful analytical tools, you’ll be able to:
▫ Verify timesheets with accurate, tamper-proof information
rather than rely only on self-reported data

COST-SAVING PRODUCTS FROM NAVMAN WIRELESS

streamlining routes and decreasing unauthorized use

Advanced Tracking

Qube | Qtanium 300

them before they take a bite out of your bottom line

Two-Way Communication

MDT-860

▫ Reduce unnecessary wear and tear on assets by

▫ Diagnose the causes of unplanned overtime and correct

GPS-based Navigation
Proprietary Software

To learn more, call 1.800.835.3872 or visit teletracnavman.com
THINK ABOUT THE INK BEFORE YOU PRINT!
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